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Abstract: Nowadays, ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) Technology is shrinking to lower technology nodes. Testing of that device will be more difficult due to compact size. On the other hand, many advantages of lower technology nodes like requires less area, low pin count, less time for testing, etc. Testability includes two major factors controllability and observability. Low pin count reduces the number of test pins available in a small package size and test time is related to required time for testing of the device. In DFT (Design For Testability) flow first step is scan insertion that make design scannable which control and observe the each and every node of design. After that based on scan inserted design ATPG tool generate the test pattern and pattern simulation gives the result of patterns pass/fail.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This document is a template. This research work domain is Design for Testability (DFT), basically it will provide a method for testing of each and every node in the design. For this purpose nodes of the design should be controllable and observable. Controllability is measure the difficulty of setting internal circuit nodes to 0 or 1 by assigning values to primary inputs (PI), and Observability is measure the difficulty of circuit observe at primary output node (PO). Design for testability includes many approach like Ad-hoc and structural. In structural approach Scan design, attempts to improve testability of a circuit by improving the controllability and observability of storage elements in a sequential design. This is accomplished by first converting selected storage elements in the design into scan cells and then stitching them together to form one or more shift registers, called scan chains.

The paper is organized in seven sections. Section II provides the problem definition of the paper. Section III provides the scan insertion in that compression logic added into the original design. Section IV provides the generation of test pattern which can detect the stuck at faults. Section V verifies the pattern for particular faults, which is called pattern simulation. Section VI provides the result and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. An Optimization of two Parameters

1) Pin Count: numbers of parallel scan chain inserted in the circuit.

2) Test Time: Test time is time taken to detect the fault or testing time of the circuit.

Figure 1. Bunch of Scan Chain

One of the technique for the solution is scan compression which is the process of dividing the scan chain and create more numbers of scan chain, using this method I am reducing the test time. Test time is depends on length of scan chain.

Test Time = Length of scan chain * Number of patterns

When I am compress the scan chain in more numbers of chain then pin count is increases, so in my dissertation work I have to optimize that both parameters pin count and test time.
III. SCAN INSERTION

Scan insertion is the process of replacing all storage elements with scan cells. In scan insertion, three types of scan cells are mainly used: muxed D scan cell, clock scan cell, and level sensitive scan design cell. Muxed D scan cell is widely used for scan insertion because it contains D flip flop and multiplexer. All scan cells are stitched together to create a scan chain. It requires three pins: SI (scan data in), SE (scan enable), and SO (scan data out). It will make a scannable design after scan insertion. DFT compiler tool is used for scan insertion.

1) **Scan-in**: Input for scan cell used for scan insertion.
2) **Scan-out**: Output of scan cell used for scan insertion.
3) **Scan-enable**: Input of scan cell, which selects the scan input passes through the circuit or data input passes through the circuit.

A. Schematic of Design_1

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Design_1

Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the original circuit.

Figure 3. Flow of Scan Insertion in DFT Compiler

Figure 3 shows the flow of scan insertion tool which is DFT compiler. First read the verilog design and libraries then enable compression mode and add scan configuration. For set the test environment create test protocol. DRC is design rule check which is check the design as per design rule. Preview dft shows the information of inserted scan design. Insert dft is inserting the scan design into the original design. Post drc is for check drc rule after inserting the scan design. Figure 4 and 5 shows the Pre drc and post drc report respectively.
Figure 4. Pre – DRC Report

Figure 5. Post – DRC Report

Figure 6. Preview DFT Without Scan Compression

Figure 7. Preview DFT With Scan Compression

Figure 6 and figure 7 shows the Preview dft report of without scan compression and scan compression respectively.

Table I. Summary Report of Scan Insertion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Block : Design_1 : DFT Compiler</th>
<th>Without Scan Compression</th>
<th>With Scan Compression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin Count</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scan In/Out</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total scan chain</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Max Scan Chain</td>
<td>4767</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Sequential Cell</td>
<td>7819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. AUTOMATIC TEST PATTERN GENERATION

The objective of test generation is the task of producing a set of test vectors that will uncover any defect in a chip.[1] Automatic Test Pattern Generation is a method to generate a test input sequence which is distinguish between the correct circuit behavior and the faulty circuit behavior caused by defects. The patterns are used to test the circuit after manufacture and determining the cause of failure.

A. D Algorithm

1) Step 1: Target specific stuck at fault.
2) Step 2: Drive fault site to opposite value.
3) Step 3: Propagate error to primary output.
4) Step 4: Record pattern, drop detected faults.

Let’s take one example, here input A is stuck at 1 in AND gate. To detect this fault we must test the gate with appropriate test vector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II. Truth Table of Stuck At 1 Circuit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Stuck At 1 Fault[4]

Table 2 shows faulty operation of this AND gate. Here in 2nd row, expected output was 0 but due to stuck-at 1 fault it generated 1. Hence to detect stuck at 1 fault at node ‘A’ we must apply A=0 and B=1. (A, B) = (0,1) is test vector for stuck at 1 fault at A.

![Flow of ATPG in Tetramax](image)

Figure 9. Flow of ATPG in Tetramax

Figure 9 shows the flow of ATPG, First read the verilog libraries and scan inserted design, build top module of the design, check drc using standard procedure file and generate the patterns for stuck at faults and write the test bench.
Table III. Summary Report of ATPG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Block : Design_1 : Tetramax</th>
<th>Pin Count</th>
<th>Pattern Count</th>
<th>Test Coverage (Stuck At Fault)</th>
<th>Fault Coverage (Stuck At Fault)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without Scan Compression</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>84.13%</td>
<td>76.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Scan Compression</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>86.25%</td>
<td>85.88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. PATTERN SIMULATION

Pattern simulation consists of generating a test bench to simulate the patterns around our design. In case of a mismatch the patterns simulation tool will show the failing cycle as well as the type of mismatch i.e. zero or one mismatch.

![Pattern Simulation Flowchart]

Figure 10. Flow of Pattern Simulation in VCS

Figure 10 shows the flow of pattern simulation, read libraries, test bench, netlist then generate object files and compile the design and simulate the design.

XTB: Simulation of 385 patterns completed with 0 mismatches

VCS Simulation Report

Figure 11. Simulation Without Compression

XTB: Simulation of 599 patterns completed with 0 mismatches

VCS Simulation Report

Figure 12. Simulation With Compression

Pattern simulation can simulate the pattern and it checks the mismatch of patterns are there are not. As shown in figure 11 and 12, simulation without compression and with compression with 0 mismatches respectively.
VI. RESULT

Table- IV. Report of Pin Count And Test Time

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without Scan Compression</th>
<th>Project Block : Design_1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pin Count</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Count</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Max Scan Chain</td>
<td>4767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test time = No. Patterns * Length of Max Scan Chain</td>
<td>1835295 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With Scan Compression</th>
<th>Pin Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pattern Count</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Max Scan Chain</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test time = No. Patterns * Length of Max Scan Chain</td>
<td>102429 cycles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scan compression is use for reduce the test time so, as per shown in table 4. Two iteration is there one is without scan compression and with scan compression. In this table parameters are listed pin count, pattern count, length of max scan chain and test time.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this research work optimizing the pin count and test time using scan compression methodology. In design_1 compares pin count and test time without compression and with compression scan insertion. In compression technique pin count is compressed by 50. The output of scan insertion is input to the ATPG and compare the results of without compression and with compression for test coverage are 84.13% & 86.25% respectively and fault coverage are 76.51% & 85.88% respectively. ATPG generates the pattern and testbench so verifying that pattern for stuck at faults by using VCS tool and it shows the 0 mismatch of the pattern. Test time is also compares in the result section, using compression technique test time is also reduce.
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